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For +>&12 , the Zemanian space H+ of Hankel-transformable functions is
expressed as the projective limit of a chain [S p+]p # N of reflexive Banach spaces
where the Hankel transformation S+ is an isometric isomorphism. Moreover, H+ is
dense in S p+ ( p # N) and S
p
+ is dense in S
q
+ ( p, q, # N, pq). The images of these
results in the dual spaces then follow. A fundamental ro^le in the construction is
played by the space S0+ , consisting of all those ,=,(t) (t # I= ]0, [) such that
both , and S+, lie in the space L+ of functions Lebesgue integrable on I with
respect to the weight t++12. We show that, under Hankel convolution, S0+ is
a Banach algebra and a dense ideal of L+ , namely that formed by the functions
in L+ which are HankelStieltjes transforms of Radon measures # on I with
the property that 0 t
++12d |#|(t)<. New results on the inversion of the
Hankel transformation and the positivity of certain Hankel transforms are also
established.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given +&12 , the Hankel integral transform S+, of a suitable function
,=,(x), x # I=]0, [, is defined by
(S+ ,)( y)=|

0
(xy)12 J+(xy) ,(x) dx ( y # I ),
where J+ denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and order +.
Aiming to study the Hankel integral transformation in distribution
spaces, for + # R A. H. Zemanian [14, Chap. 5] introduced the space H+
of all those smooth, complex-valued functions ,=,(x) (x # I ) such that
#+m, k(,)=sup
x # I
|xm(x&1D)k x&+&12,(x)|< (m, k # N).
Endowed with the topology generated by the family of seminorms
[#+m, k]m, k # N , H+ becomes a Fre chet space where S+ is an automorphism
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provided that +&12 [14, Theorem 5.41]. The generalized Hankel trans-
formation S$+ is defined on H$+ , the dual space of H+ , as the adjoint of S+ .
Let L2 denote the usual Lebesgue space of all those functions whose
square is absolutely integrable over I. In [3], for +&12 and every p # N
the authors introduced the space H p+ , consisting of all those complex-
valued functions , # L2 whose k th distributional derivatives Dk, (k # N,
0kp) are regular and satisfy
&,&+, p={ :
p
m+k=0
|

0
|xmT+, k ,(x)| 2 dx=
12
<,
where T+, 0 is the identity operator and T+, k=N++k&1 } } } N+ (k # N, k1),
with N+=x++12Dx&+&12. The norm & }&+, p is induced by the inner
product
[., ]+, p= :
p
m+k=0
|

0
x2mT+, k.(x) T+, k (x) dx (.,  # H p+),
which makes H p+ into a Hilbert space. The dual of H
p
+ is denoted by
H&p+ .
It was proved in [3, Theorem 2.2] that the Hankel transformation is an
automorphism of H p+ ( p # Z). Also, we established that the Zemanian
space H+ is dense in H
p
+ , for each p # Z [3, Propositions 2.12 and 2.15],
as well as the identities
H+=proj lim
p  
H p+ and H$+=ind lim
p  
H&p+ ,
where H$+ is endowed with its strong topology [3, Proposition 2.15].
In this paper, motivated by [9], the study developed in [3] is carried
out with L1-norms instead of L2-norms. For +>&12, we introduce a chain
[S p+]p # N of reflexive Banach spaces such that S+ is an isometric
isomorphism of S p+ ( p # N). Then, the generalized Hankel transformation
S$+ is an isometric isomorphism of the dual (S p+)$ of S
p
+ ( p # N). The
Zemanian space H+ is dense in S
p
+ ( p # N), and
H+=proj lim
p  
S p+ , H$+=ind lim
p  
(S p+)$,
when the strong topology is considered on H$+ .
Throughout this work, + will represent a real number greater than &12 ,
and C will stand for a positive constant (not necessarily the same in each
occurrence).
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2. THE SPACE S p+ ( p # N)
Let L+ denote the space of all those Lebesgue measurable functions
,=,(x) (x # I ) such that
&,&+=|

0
|,(x)| x++12 dx<.
Normed by & }&+ , L+ is a Banach space.
For every p # N we define S p+ as the space of all those functions ,=,(x)
(x # I ) satisfying
(i) , # L+ and S+ , # L+ ;
(ii) the distributional kth derivatives Dk, and Dk(S+,) (0kp)
are regular and such that
xmT+, k,(x) # L++m+k , xmT+, k(S+,)(x) # L++m+k (m, k # N, 0m+kp).
We endow S p+ with the norm
&,&+, p=c&1+ :
p
m+k=0
[&xmT+, k ,(x)&++m+k
+&xmT+, k(S+,)(x)&++m+k] (, # S p+),
where c+=2+1 (++1). Clearly S p+1+ /S
p
+ , with continuous embedding.
Proposition 2.1. For every p # N, S p+ is a Banach space.
Proof. We only need to show that S p+ is complete. Let [,j]j # N be a
Cauchy sequence in S p+ . Then, for every m, k # N, 0m+kp, the
sequences [xmT+, k ,j (x)]j # N and [xmT+, k(S+,j)(x)]j # N are Cauchy in
L++m+k . Since L++m+k is a Banach space, there exist functions
m, k , .m, k in L++m+k such that limj  xmT+, k ,j (x)=m, k(x) and
limj   xmT+, k(S+,j)(x)=.m, k(x) in L++m+k (m, k # N, 0m+kp).
Now, for each j # N and x # I we obtain
|x&+&12[(S+,j)(x)&(S+0, 0)(x)]|
|

0
|(xy)&+J+(xy)| |,j ( y)&0, 0( y)| y++12dy
C |

0
|,j ( y)&0, 0( y)| y++12 dy,
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because the function z&+J+(z) is bounded on I. It follows that
limj  (S+,j)(x)=(S+0, 0)(x) (x # I ). On the other hand, a subsequence
[S+,j]j # N of [S+,j]j # N satisfies limr  (S+,jr)(x)=.0, 0(x) for almost
all x # I. Therefore (S+0, 0)(x)=.0, 0(x) for almost all x # I. In particular,
S+ 0, 0 # L+ and lim j  S+,j=S+0, 0 in L+ .
For every , # D, the space of all smooth, compactly-supported functions
on I, and every m, k # N, 0m+kp, we have
(xmT+, k,j (x), ,(x)) =(,j (x), T $+, kxm,(x))
=|

0
,j (x)T $+, kxm,(x) dx ( j # N),
whence
(m, k , ,) = lim
j  
(xmT+, k,j (x), ,(x))
=|

0
0, 0(x) T $+, k xm,(x) dx=(xmT+, k 0, 0(x), ,(x)).
Here T $+, k denotes the adjoint of the operator T+, k (k # N, 0kp).
Consequently, xmT+, k 0, 0(x)=m, k(x) a.e. on I (m, k # N, 0m+kp).
A similar argument establishes that xmT+, k(S+0, 0)(x)=.m, k(x) a.e. on
I (m, k # N, 0m+kp). The proof is thus complete.
At this point, some comments about the Hankel convolution are in
order. I. I. Hirschman [7] defined a convolution operation for the Hankel-
type transformation
(h+,)( y)=|

0
(xy)&+ J+(xy) ,(x) x2++1 dx ( y # I ).
Through a suitable change of variables, Hirschman’s results allow us to
introduce a convolution operation for S+ as follows. Let
D+(x, y, z)=|

0
t&+&12(xt)12 J+(xt)( yt)12 J+( yt)(zt)12 J+(zt) dt
(x, y, z # I ).
Provided that the integrals involved exist, for y # I the Hankel translation
{y, of the function , is defined by
({y,)(x)=|

0
D+(x, y, z) ,(z)dz (x, y # I ),
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and the Hankel convolution ,* of , and  is the function
(,*)( y)=|

0
,(x)({y)(x) dx ( y # I ).
From [7, Theorem 2b] we obtain the Young-type inequality
&,*&+c&1+ &,&+ &&+ (,,  # L+). (2.1)
In particular, (2.1) proves that the *-convolution is a continuous mapping
from L+_L+ into L+ . Similarly, the exchange formula
S+(,*)(x)=x&+&12(S+,)(x)(S+)(x) (,,  # L+ , x # I ) (2.2)
follows from [7, Theorem 2d].
That L+ is an abelian ring with the sum defined pointwise and the
*-convolution is also essentially contained in [7]. Some remarkable
properties of S0+ as a subspace of L+ are gathered below.
Proposition 2.2. Under Hankel convolution:
(i) S0+ is a dense ideal of L+ .
(ii) S0+ is a Banach algebra.
Proof. To establish that S0+ is an ideal of L+ , choose , # S
0
+ and
 # L+ . We want to show that ,* # S0+ .
According to (2.1) and (2.2), we have
&, * &+, 0=c&1+ (&, * &++&S+(, * )&+)
c&2+ &,&+ &&++c&1+ &x&+&12(S+,)(x)(S+)(x)&+
c&2+ &,&+ &&++c
&1
+ &S+,&+ sup
x # I
|x&+&12(S+)(x)|
c&2+ &&+(&,&++&S+,&+),
=c&1+ &&+ &,&+, 0 ,
because |z&+J+(z)|c&1+ (z # I ). Hence, , *  # S
0
+ .
Next we prove that S0+ is dense in L+ . Fix , # L+ , and choose a sequence
[kn]n # N /S0+ such that each kn (n # N) satisfies
(i) kn(x)0 (x # I ),
(ii) c&1+ 

0 kn(x) x
++12 dx=1, and
(iii) limn   $ kn(x) x
++12 dx=0, for each $>0.
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Such a sequence will be called a Hankel approximate identity; an example
will be exhibited after Proposition 2.5. From [7, Corollary 2c] we obtain
limn  , * kn=, in L+ . As [, * kn]n # N /S0+ , necessarily S
0
+ is dense
in L+ .
Finally, the submultiplicativity of & }&+, 0 follows from (2.3) and the fact
that c&1+ &&+&&+, 0 ( # S
0
+). This establishes (ii) and completes the
proof.
Concerning the behavior of the Hankel transformation on S p+ ( p # N),
the following may be asserted.
Proposition 2.3. For each p # N, the Hankel transformation S+ is an
isometric isomorphism of S p+ .
Proof. By [7, Corollary 2e] we have S+(S+ ,)=, whenever , # S p+ . It
is then apparent that &,&+, p=&S+,&+, p for all , # S p+ .
Let C p denote the space of all those functions on I which are continuously
differentiable up to the order p.
Lemma 2.4. Let p # N, and assume xk.(x) # L++k (k # N, 0kp).
Then S+ . # C p.
Proof. Fix k # N, 0kp. Applying well-known properties of the
Bessel J+ -function [14, p. 129] we find that
( y&1D)k y&+&12(S+.)( y)
=(&1)k |

0
(xy)&+&k J++k(xy) .(x) x2k+++12 dx. (2.4)
Differentiation under the integral sign is justified because xk.(x) # L++k
and z&+&kJ++k(z) (z # I ) is bounded. That S+. # C p follows from (2.4)
after a straightforward computation.
Proposition 2.5. For every p # N, S p+ /C
p.
Proof. Let , # S p+ . Then x
k(S+,)(x) # L++k (k # N, 0kp). From
Lemma 2.4 and [7, Corollary 2e] we conclude that S+(S+ ,)=, # C p.
Our next aim is to prove that H+ is a dense subspace of S
p
+ ( p # N). To
this end, some previous results are required.
Define .n(x)=x++12e&x
24n (n # N, n1, x # I ). It is known that
(S+ .n)(x)=(2n)++1 x++12e&nx
2
(n # N, n1, x # I ) (2.5)
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[10, 1.5.9]. The following properties of the sequence [.n]n=1 are of
interest.
Lemma 2.6. Assume m, k # N, m1. Then
(i) limn   supx # I |(x&1D)m [x&+&12.n(x)]|=0, and
(ii) limn  &S++m+k(xm+k+++12(x&1D) j[x&+&12.n(x)&1])&++m+k
=0 for all j # N, 1 jk.
Let m, k # N. If ,=,(x) is a measurable function such that xmT+, k,(x) #
L++m+k , then
(iii) limn  &[x&+&12.n(x)&1] xmT+, k,(x)&++m+k=0.
If ,=,(x) is a measurable function such that xmT+, k,(x) # L++m+k and
S++m+k[xmT+, k ,(x)] # L++m+k , then
(iv) limn  &S++m+k[[x&+&12.n(x)&1] xmT+, k,(x)]&++m+k=0.
Proof. To establish (i), it suffices to observe that
|(x&1D)k[x&+&12.n(x)]|=(2n)&k e&x
24n
(2n)&k (x # I, k, n # N, n1).
Next, from (2.5) we get
S++m+k[xm+k+++12(x&1D) j [x&+&12.n(x)&1]]( y)
=(&1) j (2n)++m+k& j+1 ym+k+++12e&ny 2
(m, k, j, n # N, 1 jk, n1, y # I ).
Hence
&S++m+k[xm+k+++12(x&1D) j [x&+&12.n(x)&1]]&++m+k
=2++m+k& jn& j |

0
z++m+ke&z dz
=2++m+k& jn& j1 (++m+k+1)
(m, k, j, n # N, 1 jk, n1).
This proves (ii).
Property (iii) follows immediately by invoking Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem.
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Finally, let us establish (iv). For each m, k, n # N, n1, and x # I we
have
S++m+k[[x&+&12.n(x)&1] xmT+, k ,(x)]
=S++m+k[xme&x
24nT+, k,(x)]
&S++m+k[xmT+, k,(x)]
=S++m+k[xmT+, k,(x)] *++m+k S++m+k[xm+k+++12e&x
24n]
&S++m+k[xmT+, k,(x)],
where *++m+k denotes the Hankel convolution of order ++m+k.
It is easy to see that
(2n)++m+k+1 |

0
x2(m+k+++12)e&nx2 dx
=2++m+k1(++m+k+1) (m, k, n # N, n1)
and
lim
n  
(2n)++m+k+1 |

$
x2(m+k+++12)e&nx 2 dx=0 (m, k # N)
for every $>0. From (2.5) and [7, Corollary 2c] we infer the desired
result.
Proposition 2.7. For each p # N, H+ is a dense subspace of S p+ .
Proof. Fix p # N. First of all, we prove that H+ /S p+ . In fact, if , # H+
then
&xmT+, k,(x)&++m+k=|

0
|(x&1D)k x&+&12,(x)| x2(++m+k+12) dx
C[#+0, k(,)+#
+
r, k(,)] (2.6)
for every m, k, r # N with 0m+kp and r>2(++ p+1). Taking into
account that S+ is an automorphism of H+ [14, Theorem 5.41] we
conclude that H+ is continuously contained in S
p
+ .
Next we establish that H+ is dense in S
p
+ . Let , # S
p
+ . If m, k # N,
0m+kp, then Leibniz rule yields
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&xmT+, k[x&+&12.n(x) ,(x)&,(x)&++m+k
="xm+k+++12 :
k
j=0 \
k
j + (x&1D)k& j [x&+&12.n(x)&1]
_(x&1D) j [x&+&12,(x)]"++m+k
&[x&+&12.n(x)&1] xmT+, k,(x)&++m+k
+ :
k&1
j=0 \
k
j+ &xm+k&jT+, j,(x)&++m+k
_sup
x # I
|(x&1D)k& j [x&+&12.n(x)&1]|.
Moreover, by virtue of [14, Lemma 5.41], for m, k # N, 0m+kp,
we have
&xmT+, kS+[ y&+&12.n( y) ,( y)&,( y)](x)&++m+k
=&S++m+k[ ykT+, m[ y&+&12.n( y) ,( y)&,( y)]]&++m+k
 :
m
j=0 \
m
j + &S++m+k[( y&1D)m& j [ y&+&12.n( y)&1]
_yk+m& jT+, j,( y)]&++m+k
 :
m&1
j=0 \
m
j + &S++m+k[ yk+m+++12( y&1D)m& j
_[ y&+&12.n( y)&1]]&++m+k
_&S++m+k[ yk+m& jT+, j ,( y)]&++m+k
+&S++m+k[[ y&+&12.n( y)&1] ykT+, m,( y)]&++m+k .
Lemma 2.6 now shows that
lim
n  
x&+&12.n(x) ,(x)=,(x) in S p+ . (2.7)
On the other hand, (2.2) allows us to write
&xmT+, kS+[ y&+&12.n( y)(S+,)( y)&(S+,)( y)]&++m+k
=&xmT+, k[[(S+.n)*,](x)&,(x)]&++m+k .
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It follows from (2.7) that
lim
n  
(S+.n)*,=, in S p+ . (2.8)
Let =>0. By (2.7), there exists N # N such that
&x&+&12.N(x) ,(x)&,(x)&+, p<=.
Also, since x&+&12.N(x) ,(x) # S p+ , by (2.8) there exists M # N such
that
&(S+.M)*(x&+&12.N(x) ,(x))&x&+&12.N(x) ,(x)&+, p<=.
Thus, to complete the proof it suffices to show that (S+ .M)*(x&+&12
_.N(x) ,(x)) # H+ . To this end, we note that S+[x&+&12.N(x) ,(x)]=
(S+ .N)*(S+,). As .N # H+ and L+ /H$+ , from [8, Proposition 3.5] we
find that S+[x&+&12.N(x) ,(x)] # x++12O. Then, x&+&12.N(x) ,(x) #
O$+, * [8, Proposition 5.2]. Since .M # H+ , [8, Proposition 4.3] finally
implies that (S+.M)*(x&+&12.N(x) ,(x)) # H+ , as we wanted to show.
Corollary 2.8. For each p, q # N, pq, S p+ is a dense subspace of S
q
+ .
Proof. It is enough to observe that for p, q # N, pq, the chain of
inclusions H+ /S
p
+ /S
q
+ holds, with H+ dense in S
q
+ (Proposition 2.7).
The spaces S p+ ( p # N) yield the following description of H+ .
Proposition 2.9. The identity H+= proj limp   S p+ holds.
Proof. Write S+=p # N S p+ . By Proposition 2.7, H+ /S+ . To establish
the reverse inclusion, let , # S+ , and let =S+,. For every k # N we may
write
(x&1D)k x&+&12 ,(x)=(x&1D)k |

0
(xy)&+ J+(xy) ( y)y++12 dy
=(&1)k |

0
(xy)&+&k J++k(xy) ( y) y2k+++12 dy.
Since the function z&+&kJ++k(z) is bounded on I and y2k+++12( y) is
absolutely integrable on I, Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem gives
lim
x  
(x&1D)k x&+&12,(x)=0 (k # N).
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Now, for every m, k # N and x # ]1, [ we find that
|xm(x&1D)k x&+&12,(x)|=xm }|

x
D(t&1D)k t&+&12 ,(t) dt}
|

x
tm+1 |(t&1D)k+1 t&+&12,(t)| dt
|

1
tm+1 |(t&1D)k+1 t&+&12,(t)| dt
|

0
|tmT+, k+1,(t)| tm+k+++32 dt. (2.9)
Also, if m, k # N and x # ]0, 1] then
|xm(x&1D)k x&+&12,(x)||(x&1D)k x&+&12,(x)|
|

0
|(xy)&+&k J++k(xy)| |( y)| y2k+++12 dy
C |

0
|( y)| y2k+++12 dy. (2.10)
From (2.9) and (2.10) we conclude that , # H+ . Thus, S+ /H+ .
That H+=proj limp  S
p
+ in the topological sense is a consequence of
(2.6), (2.9), and (2.10).
The rest of this Section is devoted to giving a second (algebraic) descrip-
tion of the space S0+ , stated as Proposition 2.15 below.
Let M+ denote the space of all those regular, complex Borel measures #
on I such that
&#&+=|

0
t++12d |#|(t)<,
and let M++ denote the subspace of M+ formed by all the positive measures
in M+ . Following [4], for a (Lebesgue) measurable function f on I such
that x&+&12f (x) # L we define
f (x, y)=({y f )(x)=|

0
f (z) D+(x, y, z) dz (x, y # I ),
and consider the space P+ of all those measurable f on I such that
x&+&12f (x) # L and ni=1 
n
j=1 :i: j f (xi , xj)0 (xi # I, :i # C, 1in).
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After performing a suitable change of variables, from the results in [4] it
follows that P+ is the space of all HankelStieltjes transforms of measures
in M++ . In other words, f # P+ if, and only if,
f (x)=(S+#)(x)=|

0
(xt)12 J+ (xt) d#(t) a.e. on I
for some (unique) # # M++ . When combined with the Jordan decomposition
theorem, this analogue of the Bochner theorem implies that the space K+
of all f # x++12L which are representable as HankelStieltjes transforms
of measures in M+ is precisely the linear span of P+ in x++12L.
The Hankel convolution # * _ of #, _ # M+ is the measure defined by
(# * _)(E)=|

0
|

0 _|E D+(x, y, z)x ++12 dx&+ d#( y) d_(z),
where E denotes any Borel subset of I. Under the Hankel convolution and
the norm & }&+ , the space M+ becomes a Banach algebra. The Hankel trans-
formation then defines an algebra isomorphism from M+ onto K+ which
satisfies
&t&+&12(S+#)(t)&c&1+ &#&+ (# # M+)
(see [12]).
Our first aim is to prove that f # P+ & L+ implies S+ f # L+ and S+ f0
(Proposition 2.13). To this end, some previous results (of independent
interest) are required.
Proposition 2.10. Let F be a compact subset of I and G an open subset
of I such that F/G. There is a function g # L+ & L2 satisfying
/F (t)t&+&12(S+g)(t)/G(t) (t # I ).
Proof. By the C-Urysohn lemma, there exists . # D such that
/F (t)t&+&12.(t)/G(t) (t # I ). (2.11)
Let r # N, r>++1. On the one hand, t&+&12S+(.&S r+.)(t) # L
, with
&t&+&12S+(.&S r+.)(t)&c
&1
+ &.&S
r
+.&+ . (2.12)
On the other hand,
S+(.&S r+.)(t)=(1+t
2r)(S+.)(t) (t # I )
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implies
(S+ .)(t)=
1
1+t2r
S+(.&S r+.)(t) (t # I ). (2.13)
From (2.12) and (2.13) we find that
|

0
|(S+.)(t)| t++12 dt=|

0
t2++1
1+t2r
t&+&12 |S+(.&S r+.)(t)| dt
=c&1+ &.&S r+.&+ |

0
t2++1
1+t2r
dt,
thus proving that S+. # L+ . The inversion formula for the Hankel trans-
formation then allows one to write .=S+(S+ .). Moreover, S+ . # L2
because . # D/L2 and S+ is an automorphism of L2. In view of (2.11), to
complete the proof it suffices to take g=S+..
In the next Propositions 2.11 and 2.12 we establish two results concerning
the inverse S+-transformation.
Proposition 2.11. If f # L2, g # L+ , and S+ f =S+g a.e. on I, then f =g
a.e. on I.
Proof. Let [kn]n # N denote a Hankel approximate identity in L+ & L2,
as in [3]. Then
lim
n  
& f * kn&f&2=0, lim
n  
&g * kn&g&+=0
([3, Lemma 2.9] and [7, Corollary 2c]), with f * kn # L2 (n # N),
g * kn # L+ & L2 (n # N) [7, Theorem 2b]. Moreover, [3, Lemma 2.10],
along with (2.2) and our hypotheses show that
S+( f * kn)(t)=t&+&12(S+ f )(t)(S+kn)(t)
=t&+&12(S+g)(t)(S+kn)(t)=S+(g * kn)(t)
for almost all t # I and all n # N, whence f * kn= g * kn a.e. on I for all
n # N. Thus, f =g a.e. on I.
Proposition 2.12. Let # # M++ , let f # L
2, and assume that
(S+ f )(x)=|

0
(xt)12 J+ (xt) d#(t) a.e. on I. (2.14)
Then f # L+ , f0, and d#(t)= f (t)dt.
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Proof. We claim that
|

0
(S+g)(t) f (t) dt=|

0
(S+g)(t) d#(t) (g # L+ & L2). (2.15)
In fact, for a fixed g # L+ & L2, by using Parseval identity, (2.14), and
Fubini theorem, we may write
|

0
(S+g)(x) f (x) dx=|

0
g(x)(S+f )(x) dx
=|

0 _|

0
(xt)12 J+ (xt) d#(t)& g(x) dx
=|

0 _|

0
(xt)&+ J+(xt) t++12 d#(t)& g(x) x++12 dx
=|

0 _|

0
(xt)&+ J+(xt) g(x) x++12 dx& t++12 d#(t)
=|

0 _|

0
(xt)12 J+ (xt) g(x) dx& d#(t)
=|

0
(S+g)(t) d#(t).
Next we prove that if F is a compact subset of I with |F |=0, then
#(F )=0.
Since both # and the Lebesgue measure on I are regular, there is a
decreasing sequence [Un]n # N of open subsets of I such that U 1 is compact,
F/Un (n # N),
lim
n  
|Un |=0, (2.16)
and
lim
n  
#(Un "F )=0. (2.17)
We now apply Proposition 2.10. For each n # N, there is a function
gn # L+ & L2 such that
/F (t)t&+&12(S+gn)(t)/Un(t) (n # N, t # I ). (2.18)
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In view of (2.17), we have limn  (S+gn)(t)=t++12/F (t) #-a.e.. Since
&#&+<, the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem yields
lim
n   |

0
(S+gn)(t) d#(t)=|

0
/F (t) t++12 d#(t). (2.19)
Note that
|(S+gn)(t) f (t)|t++12/U1(t)| f (t)| (t # I ),
and that /U1(t)f (t) # L+ , because t
++12/U1(t) # L
2 and f # L2. Relations
(2.16) and (2.18) show that limn  (S+gn)(t) f (t)=0 dx-a.e., and so, again
by dominated convergence, we find
lim
n   |

0
(S+gn)(t) f (t) dt=0. (2.20)
A combination of (2.15), (2.19) and (2.20) finally yields #(F )=0.
At this point we are in a position to establish that # is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on I. Consider any Borel set
E/I such that |E|=0. Given =>0, E contains a compact set F with
|F |=0 and #(E)<#(F )+=. As just proved, we must have #(F )=0, so that
#(E)<=. Letting =  0 leads to #(E)=0.
Now the RadonNikodym theorem implies d#(t)=|(t) dt for some
| # L+ . Our hypothesis (2.14) shows that S+ f =S+ | a.e. on I. By
Proposition 2.11 f =| # L+ , and so d#(t)= f (t) dt. Since # is positive, so
must be f. The proof is thus complete.
We are ready to prove the announced result about Hankel transforms of
functions in P+ & L+ .
Proposition 2.13. If f # P+ & L+ then S+ f # L+ and S+ f0.
Proof. Since f # L+ and x&+&12f (x) # L necessarily f # L2, whence
S+ f # L2 and
S+(S+ f )(x)= f (x)=|

0
(xt)12J+(xt) d#(t) a.e. on I
for some # # M++ . It suffices to apply Proposition 2.12.
Corollary 2.14 The algebraic identity
P+ & L+=[ f # S0+ : S+ f0] (2.21)
holds.
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Proof. That f # P+ & L+ implies f # S0+ and S+ f0 follows immediately
from Proposition 2.13. The reverse inclusion reduces to the usual inversion
formula for the Hankel transformation.
As a direct consequence of Corollary 2.14 we obtain the expected
description of S0+ .
Proposition 2.15. The algebraic identity S0+=K+ & L+ holds.
Proof. That S0+ contains K+ & L+ follows immediately from Corollary
2.14, while the reverse inclusion reduces again to the usual inversion
formula for the Hankel transformation.
Along the same lines of the results just established is the next.
Proposition 2.16. Let f # L+ be such that S+ f0. Then S+ f # L+ if,
and only if, x&+&12f (x) # L, and in that case
&S+ f&+=c+ &x&+&12f (x)& .
Proof. Assume that x&+&12f (x) # L, and let [.n]n=1 be the sequence
defined prior to Lemma 2.6 above. By the Parseval identity and taking into
account that S+ f0, we may write
c&1+ |

0
(S+ f )(t) .n(t) dt=c&1+ |

0
f (t)(S+.n)(t) dt
=c&1+ }|

0
f (t)(S+.n)(t) dt }
c&1+ &t
&+&12 f (t)& &S+.n&+
=&t&+&12f (t)& (n # N).
Now, by the Fatou lemma,
c&1+ |

0
(S+ f )(t) t++12 dtc&1+ lim inf
n   |

0
(S+ f )(t) .n(t) dt
&t&+&12f (t)& .
That is, &S+ f &+c+ &x&+&12f (x)& . Since f # L+ and S+ f # L+ , the
inversion formula f =S+(S+ f ) holds, and consequently c+&x&+&12 f (x)&
&S+ f&+ . The proof is thus complete.
Note that K+ & L+ is normed in a natural way by
&x&+&12f (x)&+& f &+ ( f # K+ & L+).
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Upon considering P+ & L+ and [ f # S0+ : S+f0] as topological subspaces
of K+ & L+ and S0+ , respectively, the following may be immediately
inferred from Proposition 2.16.
Corollary 2.17. The identity (2.21) is also topological.
3. THE SPACE (S p+)$ ( p # N).
At this point we turn to the study of the dual space (S p+)$ of S
p
+ ( p # N).
To begin with, a description of the elements of (S p+)$ ( p # N) as distribu-
tional derivatives is given.
Proposition 3.1. Let p # N. A linear functional f defined on S p+ lies in
(S p+)$ if, and only if, there exist essentially bounded functions gm, k and hm, k
on I (m, k # N, 0m+kp) such that
f = :
p
m+k=0 {T $+, kx
2m+k+++12gm, k(x)+S$+ T $+, k x2m+k+++12hm, k(x)= .
(3.1)
Proof. Fix p # N and f # (S p+)$. For some C>0 (not necessarily the
same in each occurrence),
|( f, ,) |C &,&+, p=C :
p
m+k=0
[&xmT+, k ,(x)&++m+k
+&xmT+, k(S+,)(x)&++m+k] (, # S p+). (3.2)
Let r=2( p+1)( p+2)2. The mapping J : S p+  J(S
p
+)/(L
1)r defined by the
formula
J,=((x2m+k+++12T+, k ,(x))0m+kp ,
(x2m+k+++12T+, k(S+,)(x))0m+kp)
is one-to-one. Moreover, (3.2) guarantees that the functional L : J(S p+)  C,
defined by
L((x2m+k+++12T+, k,(x))0m+kp ,
(x2m+k+++12T+, k(S+,)(x))0m+kp)=( f, ,) ,
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is continuous when we consider on J(S p+) the topology inherited from
(L1)r. By the HahnBanach theorem, L may be continuously extended up
to (L1)r. Since (L1)$=L, there exist essentially bounded functions gm, k ,
hm, k , m, k # N, 0m+kp, satisfying
L((:m, k)0m+kp , (;m, k)0m+kp)
= :
p
m+k=0 {|

0
:m, k(x) gm, k(x) dx+|

0
;m, k(x) hm, k(x) dx=
whenever ((:m, k)0m+kp , (;m, k)0m+kp) # (L1)r. In particular, for every
, # S p+ the identity
( f, ,) = :
p
m+k=0
|

0
x2m+k+++12T+, k,(x) gm, k(x) dx
+ :
p
m+k=0
|

0
x2m+k+++12T+, k(S+,)(x) hm, k(x) dx
holds, thus yielding the desired representation for f.
Conversely, assume that f admits the representation (3.1), with
gm, k , hm, k # L (m, k # N, 0m+kp). Then
|( f, ,) |C &,&+, p (, # S p+),
where C=c+ max[&gm, k& , &hm, k& : m, k # N, 0m+kp] and, as
usual, & }& denotes the essential sup-norm. Consequently, f # (S p+)$ and
the proof is complete.
Proposition 3.2. The space S0+ is reflexive.
Proof. If suffices to show that the closed unit ball B0 of S0+ is weakly
compact. By the EberleinS8 mulian theorem [5, Theorem V.6.1], this
amounts to showing that B0 is weakly sequentially compact, i.e., that every
sequence in B0 contains a subsequence that converges weakly to an element
of S0+ .
Let [k] be an arbitrary sequence in B0 . By the BanachAlaoglu
theorem, a subsequence of [k] (which we keep denoting by [k]) and a
functional l in the unit ball of the bidual (S0+)" of S
0
+ are such that
limk  (F, k) =(l, F) for all F # (S0+)$.
For every x # I, the point functional
(Fx , ,) =x&+&12,(x) (, # S0+)
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is continuous, as shown by the estimate
|(Fx , ,) |=|x&+&12,(x)||

0
|(xy)&+ J+(xy)(S+,)( y)| y++12 dy
c&1+ |

0
|(S+ ,)( y)| y++12 dy
=c&1+ &S+,&+&,&+, 0 , (3.3)
valid whenever , # S0+ (Proposition 2.3). Hence, the limit
lim
k  
(Fx , k) = lim
k  
x&+&12k(x)=x&+&12(x)
exists for all x # I. We want to prove that  # B0 and that (l, F)=(F, )
for all F # (S0+)$.
Since [S+k] also lies in B0 (Proposition 2.3), by the same argument as
above we may assume without loss of generality the existence of
lim
k  
(Fx , S+k)= lim
k  
x&+&12(S+k)(x)=x&+&12.(x)
for all x # I.
By the Fatou lemma,
&&++&.&+=|

0
|(x)| x++12 dx+|

0
|.(x)| x++12 dx
=|

0
lim
k  
|k(x)| x++12 dx+|

0
lim
k  
|(S+k)(x)| x++12 dx
lim inf
k  
&k&++lim inf
k  
&S+k&+
lim inf
k   \&k&++&S+k &++
c+ lim inf
k  
&k&+, 0c+ .
Hence, both  and . lie in L+ .
Formula (3.3) shows that L contains both [x&+&12k(x)] and
[x&+&12(S+k)(x)], with
&x&+&12k(x)&&k&+, 01,
&x&+&12(S+k)(x)&&S+k&+, 01.
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In particular, x&+&12(x) # L as well as x&+&12.(x) # L, with
&x&+&12(x)&1 and &x&+&12.(x)&1.
Let f be an arbitrary function in S0+ . By the Parseval identity we have
|

0
k(t) f (t) dt=|

0
(S+k)(t)(S+ f )(t) dt
for any k, and
|

0
.(t)(S+ f )(t) dt=|

0
(S+.)(t) f (t) dt.
The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem then implies
|

0
(t) f (t) dt= lim
k   |

0
k(t) f (t) dt= lim
k   |

0
(S+k)(t)(S+ f )(t) dt
=|

0
.(t)(S+ f )(t) dt=|

0
(S+.)(t) f (t) dt.
Thus, S+ .& defines a continuous linear functional on L+ which
annihilates S0+ . Since S
0
+ is a dense subspace of L+ (Proposition 2.2),
necessarily S+.= # L+ . Consequently . # S0+ , and from Proposition 2.3
we find that  # S0+ .
Now let us consider the sequence of Borel measures [#k], defined by
d#k(t)=k(t) t++12 dt (k # N). Recalling that the limit limk  (F, k) =
(l, F) exists for all F # (S0+)$ and taking into account Proposition 3.1, we
find that the limit limk   0 f (t) d#k(t) exists whenever f # L
. Moreover,
since the sequence of total variations [ |#k |] is bounded (by c+), this limit
defines a continuous linear functional on L (of norm at most c+). Thus
[6, Theorem 20.34], there exists a finitely additive Borel measure # on I
such that
lim
k   |

0
f (t) d#k(t)=|

0
f (t) d#(t) ( f # L). (3.4)
By the VitaliHahnSaks theorem [5, Theorem III.7.2 and Corollary
III.7.4], # is actually a countably additive Borel measure on I which is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure in the following
sense: Given =>0, there exists $>0 such that if E/I is a Borel set satis-
fying |E |<$, then |#(E )|<=. This property, along with the regularity of
Lebesgue measure, implies that # is also a regular measure.
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We want to prove that #(E)=_(E ) for all Borel subsets E of I, where _
is the regular measure defined by d_(t)=(t) t++12 dt. To this end, we
note that
|

0
t&+&12(S+g)(t) d#(t)=|

0
t&+&12(S+g)(t) d_(t) (g # L+ & L2).
(3.5)
In fact, let g # L+ & L2. Then t&+&12(S+g)(t) # L, and by (3.4), the
Parseval identity, and dominated convergence, we may write
|

0
t&+&12(S+g)(t) d#(t)= lim
k   |

0
t&+&12(S+g)(t) d#k(t)
= lim
k   |

0
(S+g)(t) k(t) dt
= lim
k   |

0
g(t)(S+k)(t) dt
= lim
k   |

0
[t++12g(t)][t&+&12(S+k)(t)] dt
=|

0
[t++12g(t)][t&+&12(S+)(t)] dt
=|

0
g(t)(S+)(t) dt
=|

0
(S+g)(t) (t) dt
=|

0
t&+&12(S+ g)(t) d_(t),
as asserted.
Next, let F be a compact subset of I. Since both # and _ are regular
measures, there exists a decreasing sequence [Un] of open subsets of I such
that U 1 is compact, F/Un (n # N), and
lim
n  
|#|(Un"F )= lim
n  
|_|(Un"F )=0. (3.6)
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Apply Proposition 2.10 to find a sequence [gn] of functions in L+ & L2
such that
/F (t)t&+&12(S+gn)(t)/Un(t) (t # I ).
By (3.6), limn   t&+&12(S+gn)(t)=/F (t) |#|-a.e. and |_|-a.e.. Writing
(3.5) in terms of the polar decompositions of # and _ and applying the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we obtain #(F)=_(F ).
Let E be any Borel subset of I. By the regularity of both # and _, given
=>0 there exists a compact subset F/E such that |#|(E"F )<= and
|_|(E"F )<=. Then, writing E=F _ (E"F ), and since #(F )=_(F ), we
obtain
|#(E )&_(E )|=|#(F )+#(E"F )&_(F )&_(E"F)|
|#(E"F )|+|_(E"F )||#|(E"F )+|_|(E"F )<2=.
The arbitrariness of =>0 finally yields #(E)=_(E).
We have thus found that
lim
k   |

0
f (t) k(t) t++12 dt=|

0
f (t) (t) t++12 dt ( f # L ).
A similar argument establishes the identity
lim
k   |

0
g(t)(S+k)(t) t++12 dt=|

0
g(t)(S+)(t) t++12 dt (g # L).
From Proposition 3.1 we conclude that limk  (F, k) =(F, ) for
all F # (S0+)$. This means that [k] converges weakly to  in S
0
+ , which
completes the proof.
Proposition 3.3. For each p # N, the Banach space S p+ is reflexive.
Proof. Define L : S p+  >
p
m+k=0S
0
++m+k by L.=(x
mT+, k.)0m+kp .
Then L is an isomorphism from S p+ into L(S
p
+)/>
p
m+k=0 S
0
++m+k .
Since products of reflexive spaces are reflexive, so is > pm+k=0 S
0
++m+k
(Proposition 3.2). Moreover, L(S p+) is closed in >
p
m+k=0 S
0
++m+k ,
because S p+ is a Banach space. Consequently, L(S
p
+), and hence S
p
+ , are
reflexive.
Proposition 3.4. The identity H$+=ind limp  (S p+)$ holds, when H$+
is endowed with its strong topology.
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Proof. The limit proj limp  S p+ is reduced (Proposition 2.7). Hence,
its dual with the Mackey topology may be identified with ind limp  (S
p
+)$
[11, IV-4.4]. Since proj limp  S
p
+=H+ is reflexive [1, Corollary 4.5], the
strong dual topology and the Mackey topology coincide on ind limp  (S
p
+)$
[11, IV5.5]. Thus, ind limp  (S
p
+)$ is the strong dual of proj
limp  S
p
+=H+ .
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